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Surface failure induced by plastic deformation from processes such as wear and contact fatigue proceeds by dislocation
nucleation followed by surface crack initiation. This is an important issue for practical engineering design. Considerable
effort has been devoted to both experimental and theoretical research aimed at exploring surface deformation mechanism
at the micro- and meso-scale. Direct observations of detailed deformation mechanisms involved in the onset of plastic
activity during contact has been made by a number of researchers (e.g. Ma and Clarke, 1995; Michalske and Houston,
1998; Fivel et al., 1998; Kiely and Houston, 1998; Kiely et al., 1998; Gouldstone et al., 2001; De la Fuente et al., 2002;
Swadener et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2006a,b; Balint et al., 2006a,b). The experimental results show that the highly localized
plastic deformation plays a prominent role in surface-related failure phenomena, and includes deformation events that
involve only individual or a small number of dislocations, thereby manifesting the discrete nature of plastic ﬂow. While
the traditional macroscopic plasticity theory approaches are based on the hypotheses of continuum and homogeneity that
are only valid in the statistical average sense. The validity of classical continuum models for the description of dislocation
processes at the micro- and meso-scale is thus called into question.
In addition to experimental studies, recent progresses on discrete dislocation models of plasticity have also provided an
opportunity to investigate these issues. A variety of discrete dislocation analyses of contacts have been carried out (Polonsky
and Keer, 1996; Nix and Gao, 1998; Shenoy et al., 2000; Fivel et al., 1998; Kreuzer and Pippan, 2004; Widjaja et al., 2005; and
others). Generally speaking, in these analyses, plastic deformation beneath contact surface is modeled through the dynamics
of dislocations considering the lattice resistance to dislocation nucleation, dislocation motion, dislocation interaction with
obstacles and dislocation annihilation incorporated through a set of constitutive rules. Clearly, dislocation nucleation at
the onset of plastic deformation should be considered ﬁrst. In general, dislocation nucleation is expected to be possible from
both bulk and surface dislocation sources. The shear strength may be a nucleation criterion for bulk dislocation source
(Nicola et al., 2007). Other relevant criteria for this issue have been reviewed by Miller and Rodney (2007) recently.. All rights reserved.
ax: +86 29 82665937.
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standing wear and contact fatigue in micro- and meso-scale. The criterion for dislocation nucleation from contacted surface
appears to be more complex and difﬁcult than bulk nucleation. Shenoy et al. (2000) examined the conditions under which
dislocations are nucleated beneath a rigid rectangular indenter using analytical models and atomistic simulations. Yu et al.
(2007) studied the dislocation nucleation from the stress concentration associated with surface steps. Nicola et al. (2007)
investigated surface dislocation nucleation by a periodic array of ﬂat rigid indenters employing shear strength criterion
for bulk sources. These studies made considerable progress in understanding dislocation nucleation from contacted surfaces.
However, the limitations of these models are obvious. For example, in the case considered by Shenoy et al. (2000) dislocation
nucleation in a plane perpendicular to the contacted surface was studied. However, this simpliﬁcation does not appear rea-
sonable. In the surface step model proposed by Yu et al. (2007) dislocation nucleation was considered from adhesive contact
between rough surfaces. In fact, the contact model studied was an interfacial Zener–Stroh crack problem that is difﬁcult to
apply to complex and geometrically rough surfaces. In the absence of a more appropriate criterion Nicola et al. (2007) used
the shear strength criterion. The criteria recently proposed by Miller and Rodney (2007 and the references therein) using
atomistic simulations are not particularly convenient for application in engineering practice, because the process of math-
ematical calculation is unwieldy. Furthermore, there remains a prediction discrepancy between macro-scale model and
atomistic model, so that the atomistic model does not provide a reliable basis for implementation. Consequently, as pointed
out by Nicola et al. (2007), the criterion for dislocation nucleation from the surface experiencing stress concentration in dis-
crete dislocation plasticity remains an open problem.
The aim of the present study is to establish a rational criterion to predict dislocation nucleation from a frictionally con-
tacted surface. In the problem shown in Fig. 1a, a rectangular rigid ﬂat punch presses into an elastic half-plane. When the
frictional effect is taken into account, even this problem involving simple geometry is not easy to solve (Hills et al.,
2006). However, in this model, the key contact features can be identiﬁed as the two contact edges from which dislocations
may be emitted under frictional contact. Hence, one may ignore the zones away from these two edges and concentrate the
attention on the regions lying in the vicinity of the two edges. It is then logical to ‘zoom in’ on the key contact feature and to
consider the inner asymptotic problem as shown in Fig. 1b. The key contact feature considered here is the rectangular edge of
a semi-inﬁnite punch driven by a combination of normal and shearing loads. Studying the semi-inﬁnite contact problem
greatly reduces the complexity of the sliding contact problem, but at the same time allows capturing the main characteristic
features of the solution. This model formulation will be used in Section 3.
This paper will be constructed in the following steps. Firstly, driving force on a singularity due to external loading is de-
rived in Section 2. With this basic solution, driving force on a discrete dislocation in a semi-inﬁnite solid under surface con-
tact loading is obtained in Section 3. Subsequently in Section 4, a criterion for dislocation nucleation from frictionally
contacted surfaces is proposed. Finally, some discussion is presented and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.2x
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Fig. 1. (a) A rectangular rigid ﬂat punch presses into an elastic half-plane. (b) A semi-inﬁnite ﬂat contact model.
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Consider a two-dimensional elastic body illustrated by Fig. 2 which has perimeter C0 enclosing an area a. Traction T0 acts
on the part ST of the boundary, while on the remaining part of the boundary Su displacement boundary conditions are pre-
scribed in the form of the displacement vector u0. We suppose that the traction and displacement boundary conditions onC0
are ﬁxed. The coordinate system can always be chosen so that the origin O lies at the singularity, even when the singularity is
advancing. The potential energy P of the system is given byP ¼
Z
a
wda
Z
C0
Tiui ds; ð2:1Þwhere the strain energy density w that appears in the ﬁrst integral is given by w ¼ R eij0 rij deij. We can use the principle of vir-
tual work to deduce the equivalent driving force on singularity due to external loading. Consider the singularity undergoing a
virtual displacement by an inﬁnitesimal distance dl orientated at an arbitrary angle a as shown in Fig. 2. The driving force
acting on the singularity in dl direction due to boundary tractions can be written asF ¼ dP
dl
¼ 
Z
a
dw
dl
da
Z
C0
Ti
dui
dl
ds
 
: ð2:2ÞSince the coordinates are always attached to the singularity and the perimeter C0 is ﬁxed, it is established thatdxi
dl
¼ ni; ð2:3Þwhere n1 = cosa and n2 = sina. Eq. (2.2) can be re-written asF ¼ 
Z
a
ow
oxi
dxi
dl
da
Z
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Tj
ouj
oxi
dxi
dl
ds
 
¼ ni
Z
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ow
oxi
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Z
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oxi
ds
 
¼ ni
Z
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wmi ds
Z
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ds
 
¼ niJi:
ð2:4ÞorF ¼ J1 cosaþ J2 sina ð2:5Þ
whereJi ¼
Z
C0
wmi  Tj oujoxi
 
ds ði ¼ 1;2Þ: ð2:6ÞVector integral Ji is introduced by Knowles and Sternberg (1972) and Budiansky and Rice (1973) for crack problems following
the deﬁnition of the well-known J-integral (i.e. J1-integral) by Rice (1968). Originally the concept of such kind of integral was
introduced by Eshelby (1951). J1 and J2 are the components of the driving force acting on the singularity in the x1-direction1x
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Fig. 2. Driving force acting on a singularity of an elastic body.
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advancement of singularity in the direction of dl is the projection of Fmax onto this direction. It should be pointed out that
both J1 and J2 are path-independent integrals, i.e. each integral has an identical value for any integral path enclosing the sin-
gularity (e.g. the integral path C1 in Fig. 2).
In this section, the driving force on a discrete singularity under external load is investigated and a relationship between
the driving force and the vector Ji integral in a general sense is obtained. Building upon this deduction, the driving force on a
dislocation due to surface contact will be analyzed in the next section.
3. Driving force on a discrete dislocation due to contact
In this section, ﬁrstly, we express J1 and J2 in terms of complex integral formulae with Muskhelishvili’s complex potential
function to plane elastic contact problems (Muskhelishvili, 1949, 1953). Then we search for a complex potential that can de-
scribe both the presence of singularity within a semi-inﬁnite solid under external contact loading. Finally, we present the
driving force on a singularity due to contact loading.
3.1. Driving force represented by complex integrals
In the Muskhelishvili complex formulation of plane elasticity, all components of stress and displacements are expressed
in terms of a single potential function U(z) and its derivative, as follows,r22 þ r11 ¼ 2 UðzÞ þUðzÞ
h i
;
r22  ir12 ¼ UðzÞ UðzÞ þ ðz zÞU0ðzÞ;
2l ou
ox1
þ i ov
ox1
 
¼ jUðzÞ þUðzÞ  ðz zÞU0ðzÞ;
ð3:1Þwhere, i ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p
; z ¼ x1 þ ix2;l is shear modulus, j = 3  4m for plane strain, bar over a function denotes complex conjugate,
and the function U(z) is holomorphic in S+ including the point at inﬁnity.
Directly substituting the relevant components of stress and displacement into Eq. (2.6), we may express vector integral
given by the combination of J1 and J2 in the complex form in terms of the function U(z) asJ1 þ iJ2 ¼ 
ð1 mÞi
l
I
C
U2ðzÞdzþ 2
I
C
fU2ðzÞ þUðzÞUðzÞ þ zUðzÞU0ðzÞgdz
  
: ð3:2ÞEq. (3.2) shows that once the function U(z) is obtained, then one may readily ﬁnd the equivalent driving force on the sin-
gularity, namely, J1 and J2.
3.2. Complex potential function for a dislocation near a frictional contact
Neglecting the coupling effect between normal and tangential deformations due to mode I and mode II loads, the singular
normal traction p(r) and tangential traction q(r) along the contact surface of the sliding contact of the rectangular rigid punch
pressing into the linear elastic substrate can be expressed in the asymptotic form in polar coordinates in Fig. 1b as follows
(Ma and Korsunsky, 2006a)pðrÞ ¼ K Iﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pr
p ; qðrÞ ¼ K IIﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pr
p : ð3:3ÞDue to the square root singular nature of stresses in the vicinity of contact edge, the parameters KI and KII have the meaning
similar to the conventional fracture mechanics meaning of mode I and mode II stress intensity factors, respectively. Under
the loading shown in Fig. 1a, KI and KII are given byK I ¼ P=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
; K II ¼ Q=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pa
p
; ð3:4Þwhere P is the normal force and Q is the shear force per unit punch thickness perpendicular to the x–y coordinate system;
and the punch width is 2a shown in Fig. 1a. It should be emphasized that while for crack problems KI > 0, whereas if KI < 0,
the singularity at the crack tip vanishes. In contrast, for contact problems KI < 0. This clearly implies the negative (compres-
sive) normal traction at the contact surface.
Using the second equation of Eq. (3.1) with Eq. (3.3), one may obtain Muskhelishvili’s complex potential function for this
contact loading in the form (Hills et al., 1994)UcðzÞ ¼ 12pi
Z 1
0
pðtÞ  iqðtÞ
t  z dt ¼
1
2pi
Z 1
0
K I  iK II
ðt  zÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pt
p dt ¼ ðK I  iK IIÞ
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p ﬃﬃ
z
p : ð3:5ÞNext, consider a single edge dislocation of Burgers vector b, (bcosw, bsinw) = (bx,by) located at s = reiawithin the semi-inﬁnite
plane solid, as shown in Fig. 3. The Muskhelishvili potential is given by Suo (1989)
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Fig. 3. Driving force acting on a singularity of an elastic body.
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B
z s
Bðs sÞ
ðz sÞ2
; B ¼ l
pið1þ jÞ ðbx þ ibyÞ: ð3:6ÞThus, the potential for a dislocation in a semi-inﬁnite solid under contact loading conditions can be approximated by adding
the corresponding individual complex potentials asUðzÞ ¼ UdðzÞ þUcðzÞ ¼ Bz s
B
z s
Bðs sÞ
ðz sÞ2
" #
þ ðK I  iK IIÞ
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p ﬃﬃ
z
p : ð3:7ÞIt should be pointed out that, Eq. (3.7) satisﬁes the assumed traction boundary conditions that result from superposition of
the stress functions for a ﬂat rigid punch and a dislocation, but it does not satisfy the displacement boundary conditions.
However, this approximation is only used here for the purpose of evaluating the conditions of dislocation nucleation.
3.3. Driving force on the dislocation
Substitution of Eq. (3.7) into Eq. (3.2), after a lengthy but straightforward manipulation, leads toJ1 þ iJ2 ¼ 
ð1 mÞi
l
2pi BðK I  iK IIÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ps
p þ 4pi ð2BBþ BB BBÞ
s s
 s
s
þ 3
 
pi BðK I þ iK IIÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ps
p  2pi BðK I  iK IIÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ps
p þ 4pi BðK I þ iK IIÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ps
p
2
6664
3
7775: ð3:8ÞEq. (3.8) gives the dislocation driving force components in x1 and x2 directions.
In Fig. 3, a is the dislocation location angle and w is the angle made by the edge dislocation Burgers vector with the sur-
face. Dislocation nucleation from the highly stressed region near the origin O is most likely to occur by glide, rather than
climb. We therefore consider in detail two possible cases w = a and w = a + p respectively (the difference between them just
corresponds to the sign of Burgers vector):
Case 1: w = a
Inserting w = a into Eq. (3.8), we may getJ1 ¼ 
b
4
8lb
pðjþ 1Þ
cosa
r
þ 3K I sina2 5K I sin
3a
2
þ K II cosa2  5K II cos
3a
2
 
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pr
p
 
;
J2 ¼ 
b
4
7K I cos
a
2
þ 5K I cos 3a2 þ 3K II sin
a
2
 5K II sin 3a2
 
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pr
p þ 4lb
pðjþ 1Þ
1
r sina
 
:
ð3:9ÞThen, the resultant driving force of projections of J1 and J2 in a direction can be immediately obtained from Eq. (2.5) asF ¼ J1 cosaþ J2 sina
¼  b
4
K I 3 sin
3a
2
þ 4 sina cosa
2
 5 sina
2
 
þ K II 2 sina sina2 þ cos
a
2
 5 cos 5a
2
 	 

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pr
p
þð2 cosa cosaþ 1Þ 4lb
pðjþ 1Þr
2
666664
3
777775:
ð3:10Þ
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Case 2: w = a + p
Similarly, we can get the driving force on the dislocation in a direction asF ¼ b
4
K I 3 sin 3a2 þ 4 sina cos a2 5 sin a2
 þ K II 2 sina sin a2þ cos a2 5 cos 5a2  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pr
p
ð2 cosa cosaþ 1Þ 4lb
pðjþ 1Þr
:
2
6664 ð3:11ÞIt should be noted from Eqs. (3.10) or/and (3.11) that, when there is no external contact loading, (KI = KII = 0), the dislocation
driving force will beF ¼  lb
2
pðjþ 1Þr ð2 cosa cosaþ 1Þ: ð3:12ÞThis is the so-called image force due to the presence of free surface. Clearly, if the lattice friction is a constant, we can predict
that there exists a thin dislocation-free surface layer. This is because the image force is large enough to overcome the lattice
friction and to drive dislocations from a thin near-surface layer, leaving behind a dislocation-free zone.
Solutions (3.10) and (3.11) will be employed to formulate the dislocation nucleation criterion in the next section.4. Dislocation nucleation criterion
Dislocation nucleation model for ductile fracture problems was originally proposed by Rice and Thomson (1974).
Although some more detailed dislocation nucleation models have been subsequently proposed (Beltz and Rice, 1992; Rice,
1992), it seems that the Rice–Thomson model remains the most convenient and efﬁcient for practical fracture studies. Anal-
ogy of stress ﬁelds at contact edges and crack tips inspires us to adopt the Rice–Thomson model for contacted surface dis-
location nucleation. Ignoring lattice friction, according to the Rice–Thomson model, if the distance between the stress
concentration origin O at the contact surface and the zero-slip-force position for the dislocation is less than the core radius
of the dislocation, then a dislocation would be emitted spontaneously from the origin of stress singularity. This implies a
critical condition for Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11), namely,F ¼ 0: ð4:1Þ
In the present analysis, the Coulomb friction law for sliding contact can be introduced in terms of the stress intensity factors
from Eq. (3.3) as follows:K II ¼ fK I; ð4:2Þ
We ascribe the following meaning to the sign of the friction coefﬁcient: f > 0 corresponds to the punch moving to the right in
Fig. 1b (trailing edge), and f < 0 corresponds to the punch moving to the left (leading edge).
Here, we suppose that the core radius of the dislocation is approximately equal to the Burgers vector,r ¼ b: ð4:3Þ
We may determine the critical applied SIFs corresponding to the two cases in the previous section respectively as follows:
Case 1: w = a
Using condition (4.1)–(4.3), from Eq. (3.10), we get the critical normal load expressed in terms of SIF asKCI ¼ 
4l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pb
p
pðjþ 1Þ
ð2 cosa cosaþ 1Þ
3 sin 3a2 þ 4 sina cos a2 5 sin a2þ f 2 sina sin a2þ cos a2 5 cos 5a2
   : ð4:4ÞWe have theminimum amplitude of the critical applied SIF specially denoted by KCImin from Eq. (4.4) for dislocation nucleation
from the contact surface. It should be pointed out that KCImin actually is the minimum absolute value of critical applied SIF
since KCI < 0. The corresponding nucleation angle can be speciﬁed by taking dK
C
I =da ¼ 0. It follows23 cos
a
2
þ 45 cos 3a
2
þ 9 cos 5a
2
 5 cos 7a
2
þ f 30 sina
2
þ 22 sin3a
2
þ 106 sin 5a
2
 sin 7a
2
þ 5 sin9a
2
 
¼ 0: ð4:5ÞClearly, the conﬁned dislocation nucleation angle is a function of the friction coefﬁcient f. We may numerically solve for the
angle ac for a given f. The curve is plotted and indicated as Case 1 in Fig. 4. Substituting it into the above Eq. (4.4), one may get
the normalized KCImin as
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4l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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p ¼ ð2 cosac cosac þ 1Þ
3 sin 3ac2 þ 4 sinac cos ac2  5 sin ac2 þ f 2 sinac sin ac2 þ cos ac2  5 cos 5ac2
   : ð4:6Þ
Now, it should be noted that the normalized KCImin in Eq. (4.6) depends on just a single variable, namely, the friction coefﬁ-
cient f. Thus, we plot the relationship of the friction coefﬁcient f versus the normalized KCImin in Fig. 5 indicated with Case 1.
Case 2: w = a + p
Similarly, using condition (4.1)–(4.3), from Eq. (3.12), we get the critical normal load expressed in terms of SIF asKCI ¼
4l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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pðjþ 1Þ
ð2 cosa cosaþ 1Þ
3 sin 3a2 þ 4 sina cos a2 5 sin a2þ f 2 sina sin a2þ cos a2 5 cos 5a2
   : ð4:7ÞFrom the above function, we have minimum absolute value of critical applied SIF KCImin for dislocation nucleation from the
contact surface. The corresponding dislocation nucleation angle can be obtained by taking dKCI =da ¼ 0:23 cos
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Fig. 6. Inclination of micro-cracking angle is nearly 70 (corresponding to the right edge in Fig. 1a).
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spect to given f and condition K I < K
C
I < 0. The variation between ac and f is plotted in Fig. 4. Substituting the angle ac into
the above Eq. (4.7), then we get the normalized KCImin asKCIminpðjþ 1Þ
4l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pb
p ¼  2 cosac cosac þ 1ð Þ
3 sin 3ac2 þ 4 sinac cos ac2  5 sin ac2 þ f 2 sinac sin ac2 þ cos ac2  5 cos 5ac2
   : ð4:9Þ
We plot the relationship of friction coefﬁcient f versus the normalized KCImin in Fig. 5.
Fig. 4 shows that thedislocationnucleationangleac of theCase1 isnearlywithin [5,80]when frictioncoefﬁcient f 2 [2,2],
while for theCase2, thedislocationnucleationangleac iswithin [80,180].Of course, it impliesnodislocationnucleationwhen
ac = 180. Fig. 5 presents the normalized KCImin varyingwith friction coefﬁcient f for both Case 1 and Case 2. It is worth noting in
Fig. 5 thatwhen the frictioncoefﬁcient f is given, theminimumabsolute valuesof the critical appliedSIFKCImin forCase1andCase2
are different, and one of them is realized ﬁrst. The connected curve ABDEF in Fig. 5 is the one for dislocation nucleation onset,
which corresponds theminimum ofminima of the critical applied SIF KCImin. Moreover, we can ﬁnd that when f < 0.468, Case 2
prevails while Case 1 prevails when f > 0.468; and the curves for Case 2 in Figs. 4 and 5 are not continuous (because solutions
do not exist when 0.468 < f < 0).
Consequently, we may draw a short conclusion for this section from Figs. 4 and 5 that:
(1) When f < 0.468, Eq. (4.9) is used to predict the critical load for dislocation nucleation.
(2) When f > 0.468, Eq. (4.6) is used to predict the critical load for dislocation nucleation.
The rational nucleation angle ac is constricted by Eq. (4.5) or Eq. (4.8).
5. Veriﬁcation by a simple experiment
It is very difﬁcult to observe a single-dislocation nucleation and emission in-situ, but themicro contact plastic cracking (slip
banding)may partially reﬂect some dislocation nucleation information, for example, dislocation nucleation angle. Sincemicro
contact plastic cracking (or slip banding) is an accumulation of a number of dislocations’ gliding, thus we may verify the pro-
posed criterion by a simple macro test. From Eq. (4.5), we may ﬁnd the theoretical dislocation nucleation angle ac = 70.218
if let f = 0. Following the schematic in Fig. 1a, a simple experimentwith low coefﬁcient of friction and themicro contact plastic
cracking is shown in Fig. 6. The inclination of micro-cracking angle is close to 70, suggesting approximate agreementwith the
theoretical prediction. Naturally, this experiment result does not fully conﬁrm the validity of the criterion, but at least partially
supports the proposed criterion.
6. Discussion and conclusions
6.1. Discussion
Some advantages of the model proposed in this paper are addressed here. The ﬁrst advantage is that it links the param-
eters in macro- and micro-mechanics. Not only it reﬂects the macroscopic external loading condition ðKCIminÞ and macro-
5944 L. Ma, A.M. Korsunsky / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 5936–5945parameter such as the shear modulus l and Poisson’s ratio m, but also relates to the plastic deformation mechanism at the
micro-scale. The second evident advantage is that this model is simple and straightforward to implement. Unlike atomistic
models or other geometrical models employed by others, this model avoids theoretical and numerical complexities encoun-
tered in literature. The third advantage is that this model, with the exception of the Rice–Thomson theory, no other addi-
tional assumptions are introduced. So the dislocation emission criteria proposed for frictionally contacted surfaces in this
paper appear to be both rational and practical.
Finally, some additional points should be addressed.
(i) In this study, we take the friction coefﬁcient in f 2 [2,2]. When jfj > 0.7, the asymptotic solution (3.3) may be called
into question since the coupled effect of normal traction and tangential traction of the edge contact may not be
ignored. This point should be explored later on. However, for the case jfj < 0.7, the present authors have shown that
the asymptotic solution may give good accuracy (Ma and Korsunsky, 2006b).
(ii) Once the critical applied SIF KCImin are determined from Eqs. (4.6) and (4.9), one may easily determine the critical force
load as shown in Fig. 1a with Eq. (3.4).
(iii) It does not appear that the mechanism addressed in this paper can easily extended to edge contact involving a
rounded corner. The mechanism of dislocation nucleation for a rounded edge contact will be addressed elsewhere.
6.2. Conclusions
In the present paper, using the path-independent vector Ji-integral for singularity in a solid body, and adopting the Rice
and Thomson model, we proposed a dislocation nucleation criterion for frictionally contacted surfaces. The validity of the
criterion has been considered against a simple experiment result. The theoretical prediction appears to show some agree-
ment with the experimental result. The mechanism addressed in this paper may shed some light on contact cracking and
surface damage. Also, this study may provide a way for testing micro-scale mechanical material properties, particularly if
the case of single crystal were considered.
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